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Sidney Powell and Lin Wood have raised the question of counterfeit anti-Trump election ballots
from China continuing to come in from China to influence the US election.

In an interview with Sean Lin from Brave Hearts , Sidney Powell confirmed that she’s collected
evidence related to fake Chinese ballots.

“We heard a video of somebody ordering ballots from China. We have evidence of a significant
planeload of ballots coming in, and we have a witness that has said that they continue to come
in because

they intend to run counterfeit ballots in any runoffs or if they need them in recounts, too. So it
hasn’t stopped,” said Powell.

She also gave an update on Lin Wood’s election case in Georgia, saying the federal court of
appeals has been fully briefed on it and may make a decision this Friday.

“They’re gonna have to find, if they get it right, they’re gonna have to find that the Georgia
mail-out ballots, that they sent out like 1.6 million of or something, are not valid. Because the
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standards for

filling out those ballots and voting [with] them is not the same standard required for people
voting early, absentee, or in person.

And you can’t have multiple different standards for people to vote. It’s an equal protection of the
law violation under Bush vs Gore,” said Powell.

Georgia election officials have faced close scrutiny because the margin between Biden and
President Donald Trump was one of the closest margins in the nation, and because of the
number of irregularities that have cropped up.

Issues in Fulton County, including a crashed Dominion server, prompted state officials to say
the county “cut corners” during Georgia’s second recount.

There was also video footage released Thursday showing how election workers at State Farm
Arena in Atlanta on Election Night counted ballots with no observers present, after the
observers were led to believe counting was done for the night.
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